CASE STUDY

MONITORING PORT NOISE LEVELS
TO REDUCE COMMUNITY IMPACT
Port Metro Vancouver sought to enhance community relations by
better monitoring and managing its noise impact. As Canada’s largest
and busiest port, it’s critical that it maintain maximum operations
and business growth while transparently communicating and
engaging with the public.

CHALLENGE
To better understand and manage the
port’s noise levels to minimise local
community impact.

SOLUTION
A subscription to Noise Sentinel – a
long-term, web-based, unattended
noise monitoring service that enables
ports to better manage and track
their environmental noise levels.

RESULTS
Port Metro Vancouver now has accurate,
real-time noise data provided online
for improved community relations.
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“WITH NOISE
SENTINEL STREAMING
REAL-TIME DATA
ONLINE, WE’RE
IMPROVING
COMMUNICATION AND
MORE EFFECTIVELY
ENGAGING WITH
THE PUBLIC.”
Gary Olszewski, Environmental Specialist

BACKGROUND
Port Metro Vancouver is a North American
gateway for international trade and
tourism that strengthens the Canadian
economy. It ensures goods are moved
safely while protecting the environment
and considering local communities.
Like all heavy industry, it receives noise
complaints. Operational noise is one of
the big challenges the port faces when
trying to reduce its impact on nearby
residents. With more accurate and reliable
noise data, the port could receive alerts
when noise rises to unacceptable levels
and identify abatement opportunities.

THE CHALLENGE
The port is extremely busy (located in a
dense urban centre), and unacceptable
noise levels could result in local community
calls for operational restrictions. For several
years, complaints had been increasing.

In addition, the port wanted to use its
environmental monitoring system to address
many other noise-related issues. For example,
Port Metro Vancouver recognised issues
regarding low-frequency rumbling emanating
from shipboard auxiliary generators.

Accurately measuring
background noise levels,
identifying noise sources,
recording noise events,
automatically creating
reports and effectively
communicating information
to the community were all
challenges the port faced.
Port Metro Vancouver
also wanted to determine
how much noise it generated compared
to other community noise sources, as well
as document the location, volume, timing
and type of noises within its jurisdiction.
The public
The port wanted to improve community
engagement and work to reduce
noise-related complaints. It sought
a mechanism for receiving accurate,
real-time noise information it
could share 24 hours a day.
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Results from vessel noise analysis

It needed to investigate precise noise levels
and compare the sound characteristics
of different vessels to determine why
some vessels cause greater annoyance.
Landlord duties
Port Metro Vancouver acts as a “landlord” to
private terminal operators. It diligently works
with these “tenants” to help ensure community
impact from port operations is minimised.
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Privacy
In order to ensure the privacy of ships and
others involved in terminal activities, recorded
raw data needed to be accessed only by
authorised people within Port Metro Vancouver.
However, in the interest of transparency, clips
of the raw data had to be publicly available
to help people understand noise events.

“PORT METRO VANCOUVER IS COMMITTED TO
WORKING WITH OUR TERMINAL OPERATORS TO
REDUCE IMPACT ON NEARBY RESIDENTS.”
Carrie Brown, Director, Environmental Programs

Noise monitoring terminal locations
Noise monitoring terminal locations
had to be chosen not only based on the
recommendation of noise and acoustic
experts, but also on community feedback.
Consideration had to be given to land
ownership and accessibility, access to
power and coverage of port activities.

THE SOLUTION
To more effectively monitor and manage
its noise levels and increase understanding
of its community impact, Port Metro
Vancouver subscribed to Brüel & Kjær’s Noise
Sentinel managed service. The system:
• Monitors port noise and tracks trends
• Identifies and records other noise
within the port’s vicinity
• Determines how much noise is
attributable to port operations compared
with other community noise sources

The Port worked closely with Brüel &
Kjær’s local agent, Xscala Sound &
Vibration, to design and implement the
service. Ten permanent, unattended,
outdoor noise monitoring terminals
were installed in a variety of locations.
The monitors include a microphone to
measure and record noise, solar panels
with back-up battery or a direct power
connection, an instrumentation enclosure
and secure wireless data transmission.
The web-based, managed service streams
data 24 hours a day, seven days a week and
is publicly available online – with pertinent
information clearly illustrated including:
• Real-time noise levels
• A graph that enables users to
select various time scales to
show trends over time
• Sound recordings to listen
to specific events
In addition, a project was conducted
whereby noise levels from shipboard
auxiliary generators were monitored. Precise
measurements were recorded and compared
to identify vessels creating the most noise,
as well as determine the decibel range
causing the highest level of complaints.
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RESULTS
Port Metro Vancouver can more efficiently
monitor, assess, manage and predict its noise
levels to ensure optimal business activity.
It no longer wonders if a noise objection
results from port activities or from a different
source – or how its activities compare
with other community noise sources.
With Noise Sentinel assessing and recording
noise levels, the port can also better
understand and identify its noise contributions
to more knowledgeably deal with complaints.
“The public easily accesses port noise
data online and our relationship with the
community is improving,” said Environmental
Specialist Gary Olszewski. “This transparency
is appreciated by neighbours impacted
by operations. The public is developing a
better understanding of our actual noise
levels and the sources that are related to
the port – and more importantly those
noise sources not related to the port.”
Furthermore, port terminal operators are
becoming more educated about their noise
levels and are taking steps to minimise
their contributions.
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Project-specific results
To help resolve low-frequency rumbling
issues relating to shipboard auxiliary
generators, the port conducted a project
that measured vessel noise levels and
compared community complaints.
During the Noise Sentinel monitoring period,
42 vessels were measured for low-frequency
sound pressure levels. The Noise Sentinel
system then automatically calculated and
reported their levels from recorded sounds.
Results showed that the highest sound
levels during the measurement period
were not generating significant complaints.
Instead, complaints were based on other
distinguishable sound characteristics such
as frequency (Hz).

Data analysis determined that generator
noise was most apparent in the 30 to 80 Hz
range, with a strong tone in the 40 Hz region.
Based on sound level recordings, complaints
were primarily related to sounds in the
40 to 160 Hz range.
The low-frequency noise levels from
different vessels’ auxiliary shipboard
generators ranged from 70 to 81 dB. Even
among a single company’s fleet of similar
vessels, the loudest ship could be up to
7 dB louder than the average level. (A 7
dB difference at 40 Hz is approximately
twice as loud, subjectively speaking.)

“BY USING THE NOISE SENTINEL MANAGED SERVICE, WE CAN TURN
MORE OF OUR ATTENTION TO CORE BUSINESS ACTIVITIES.”
Gary Olszewski, Environmental Specialist

CONCLUSION
Noise Sentinel is enabling Port Metro
Vancouver to grow operations and help
determine where best to work at mitigating
environmental noise impacts.
After installing Noise Sentinel, the relationship
between Port Metro Vancouver and its
surrounding communities has improved.
Increased knowledge of actual noise
generated, enriched communications and
streamlined engagement has resulted in
greater community understanding.

Its low-frequency sound level project easily
determined which noise range had the
greatest relative impact on surrounding
communities – and identified which generated
the highest number of complaints.
The port continues to work with all of its
stakeholders in an ongoing program to
minimise community impact.
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The system’s ease of use and public web
display means the port can focus on its core

business and remain confident that it can
transparently share information, improve
engagement with the local community
and help strengthen relationships with all
stakeholders including industry.

